ERRATA – CAT GRADE 12 (SEPTEMBER 2018)

13 SEPTEMBER 2018

ERRATA FOR CAT PAPER 2 (THEORY)

Q 1.2 Accept A and B

Q 4.3.2 (b) ADD TO THE MEMO

Solid state drives operate much faster than traditional hard drives as they store data electronically and not magnetically as with a traditional hard drive.

Q 4.6.2 – Afrikaans memo correct answer “eksterne hardeskyf”
   – English memo ONLY reads “external drives”
   Add to English memo HDD (external HDD drives)

Q 9.7 – Delete from marking guideline: Voice recognition software

We request that this must be brought to the attention of all educators marking these papers and sincerely apologise for the inconvenience.

Yours in education.

MS N. MBELEKI

13 September 2018
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